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This month, Jurnal Tribologi has successfully published 22nd volumes. This is a success story for the Jurnal Tribologi, an international journal organized by Malaysian Tribology society (MYTRIBOS). The editors would like to thank the editorial board members as well as the authors who submitted their papers to this journal.

This is the fourth volume that publishes 10 papers from the ASIATRIB conference. ASIATRIB is one of the most prestigious tribology conferences in the world. It is held every four years. In 2018, MYTRIBOS has gained the confidence of the Asian nation to host the 2018 ASIATRIB conference. We trust that this will provide much material for study to tribologist in Malaysia in particular and to other researchers generally. However, the journal is not limited to papers from ASIATRIB but remains open to all researchers who wish to submit tribology research papers.

Succeeding, Jurnal Tribologi has been the publishing partner for ICAME2019 and APSIM2019 that runs within August 2019. The Jurnal Tribologi will receive a number of articles to review and publish in the tribological journal. This is a tribute to the editorial board of Jurnal Tribologi for gaining the trust of outsiders in the field of journal publishing.
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